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Abstract: Network node degradation is an important problem in internet of things given the 
ubiquitous high number of personal computers, tablets, phones and other equipments present 
nowadays. In order to verify the network traffic degradation as one or multiple nodes in a 
network fail, this paper proposes one algorithm based on product form results (PRF) for 
fractionally auto regressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) model, namely PFRF. In this 
algorithm, the prediction method is established by FARIMA model, through equations for 
queuing situation and average queue length in steady state derived from queuing theory. 
Experimental simulations were conducted to investigate the relationships between average queue 
length and service rate. Results demonstrated that, not only it has good adaptability, but has also 
achieved promising magnitude of 9.87 as standard deviation which shows its high prediction 
accuracy, given the low-magnitude difference between original value and the algorithm. 
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1 Introduction 
With the rapid increase on the aggregated bandwidth  
and requirements to the scale of interconnection, the 
effectiveness of nodes in networks is of huge importance on 
networks’ performance, and thus, higher precision analysis 
is vital to the description of network flow, further analysis 
and design. 
Given the importance of this problem, there are a 
number of researches related to the network interconnect 
and flow (You et al., 2016; Asakura, 2007; Divakaran and 
Chinnagounder, 2015; Su et al., 2016; Nakayama and Gang, 
2013; Chuang and Jiang, 2006; Ye et al., 2015; Abraham 
and Rao, 2008; Todinov, 2012). For example, traffic 
prediction models are available, such as autoregressive 
integrated moving average model (ARIMA), as well a 
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number of traffic prediction models available, such as 
fractionally auto regressive integrated moving average 
(FARIMA), artificial neural networks (ANN) and  
wavelet-based, with good performance and accuracy. 
Recent investigations (Sahinoglu and Libby, 2005; Liu 
and Liu, 2002; Wei et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015) based 
on evaluation measurements have put forward the reliability 
of communication network. In Sahinoglu and Libby (2005), 
the reliability of the network was evaluated using 
probability expression, while in Liu and Liu (2002), the 
flow factors and connectivity of the network were 
considered. The prediction algorithm-based FARIMA 
model for breakdown (PFB) was put forward to depict the 
network traffic in Wei et al. (2013), whilst the prediction 
algorithm based on discrete-queue for FARIMA model 
(PDF) algorithm was proposed to accurately predict the 
network traffic in Zhang et al. (2015). 
Modelling using queuing theory can support to build 
models of network traffic yet analyse average response of a 
parameterised network and their performance as well node 
effectiveness. The retrial queuing steady captain for Geo 
B/G/1 was proposed in Kim (2009), where the characteristic 
of the system is that, if the server is busy, customers will 
enter into the phase of retry until the completion of the 
service. The discrete GI/Geo multiple vacation/1 queue was 
studied in Zhao and Deng (2010). 
Targeting the fundamental bandwidth constraints 
ubiquitously present due to the growth networks – such as 
IoT – as on abovementioned past investigations, this paper 
aims at the following contributions: 
• Product form results (PRF) algorithm is proposed to 
approach the determination of average data packet and 
network bandwidth requirements. 
• Takes into consideration the knowledge of the queuing 
theory to compute the node media access control 
(MAC) layer packet flow quantitatively, based on 
related discrete time mathematical methods. 
• It is derived a mathematical model that analyses the 
steady average length of queue (Nolan and Panorska, 
2001). 
• The model aims to predict the network traffic behaviour 
by using a discrete time algorithm, to the best of our 
knowledge for the first time. 
• The analysis allows the determination of the length of 
MAC layer in order to improve the performance of a 
network by using discrete time structure algorithm for 
network traffic prediction. 
• As further demonstrated, compared to previous 
algorithms the proposed one is efficient because the 
PFRF algorithm fully considers the relationship 
between the average queue length of the nodes, the 
probability of the packets arriving at the nodes, and the 
steady state of the nodes. 
Experimental results of the proposed algorithm are validated 
using simulation software, and show that the flow prediction 
algorithm based on the optimal product form solution can 
also be used to calculate the length of MAC layer, key 
information to improve the performance of the network by 
using the discrete time structure algorithm for network 
traffic prediction. 
The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. 
Section 2 describes the background, important formulation 
and how the average queue length of data packets is 
determined. Section 3 describes the related work. PRF 
algorithm is described in Section 4, Section 5 describes the 
experiments and results, and finally, conclusions and future 
work are found in Section 6. 
2 Background 
Terminologies and definitions used throughout this paper 
are given in this section. The N discrete time queuing 
systems are connected to a network, whereas each system is 
labelled as node j, j = 1, …, N. Like in single discrete time 
queuing system, it is referred in this paper that, the leaving 
of data packet will only happen at the beginning of time slot 
(n, n+) at each node. 
In addition, in the beginning of time slot (n, n+), if one 
data packet finished its service at node i and then left, the 
packet will become one packet arrival of node j at that 
beginning of time slot with probability rij, i, j = 1, …, N. 
Furthermore, the arrival of data packet at each node 
from external network is represented by an event that 
happens at the end of time slot (n–, n) when this event is 
consolidated. That is, each node in the network is a discrete 
time queuing system which is late and delayed entrance for 
it to enter. In this situation, the probability rij, i = 1, …, N;  
j = 0, 1, …, n is called the transition probability of data 
packet between different nodes. These are the rules that 
form one routing of data packet in the network and satisfy 
the following condition: 
0
1, 1, ...,
N
ij
j
r i N
=
= =∑  (1) 
This paper will only focus on the stable behaviour of 
network due to high complexity of queuing network 
modelling. In the following steps, we define some terms. 
Lj represents the flow of data packet at any discrete time 
node j under stable situation, and the flow includes data that 
both are queuing and accepting services at node j, j = 1, …, 
N. Analogously, jL+  indicates the flow of data packet at 
time n+ in the node j on a steady state. 
Random vectors L1, …, LN define the length of queue in 
a steady state of network at slot points. The random vectors 
1 , ..., NL L+ +  are called the length of queue at inner time slot to 
network. 
If, at the beginning of time slot n, n+, a data packet 
leaves the node j, then Lj and jL+  read and contain different 
values. Lj includes data packets that will leave the node j at 
the beginning of time slot n, n+ not included in .jL+  If 
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vectors are re-ordered, so calculations are performed more 
conveniently as follows: 
( )
( )
( )
1
1
1
, ..., ,
, ..., ,
, ..., ,
N
N
N
L L L
L L L
n n n
+ + +
=
=
=
 (2) 
and 
1 1
11
, ...,
, ...,
N N
NN
L n L n L n
L L n L n+ + +
= ⇔ = =
=⇔ = =  (3) 
2.1 Definitions 
Next, we present some important definitions based on report 
(Tian et al., 2008) that are fundamental to understand the 
proposed algorithm. 
Definition 1: At any given time, if time queuing system in 
the network has the length of queue in a steady state [the 
distribution of the length of queue in a steady state is 
showed in formula (4)], then this network owns PRF (Tian 
et al., 2008). 
( )
{ } { }
1
1
( ) { }
( )
N
j jj
N
jj
j
π n P L n P L n
n n P L n P L n
=
+ + +
=
= = = =
= = = =
∏
∑  (4) 
Additionally, in the time queuing system, Lj and JL+  are the 
lengths of queue in a steady state when the node j is 
observed solely by the network. 
For continuous time queuing system, there may be PRF 
where both data packet and service are found in Poisson 
process. Though, for discrete time queuing system, each 
node will arrive in batches according to a Bernoulli 
formulation, to make the system owning PRF. 
Definition 2: In a discrete time queuing system which has 
delayed entrance for entering, each node will arrive in 
Bernoulli way. Moreover, at each end of the time slot  
(n–, n), the quantity of node X is reciprocally independent, 
and all of them accept the same distribution. 
{ }, 0,1, ...ia P X i i= = =  (5) 
And Ll and lL+  represent the number of data packets in the 
system at the bound of time slot and inner time slot, and Al 
represents the number of data packets arrived at (l–, l), Dl is 
the number of data packets left (l, l+) after finished their 
services. Hence, the result follows: 
1
1 1 11
, 0;
, 0
l l l l
l l l ll l
L L D A l
L L D L A D l
+
+ ++ + ++
= − + ≥
= − = + − ≥  (6) 
It is shown that, on the formula (6) Dl relies on l but is 
independent of all events before time slot mode l, which can 
be written as: 
{ }
{ }
( , ) | , 0, 1, ..., 1;
| . 0, 1, ...,
D
l k l
l l
p n i P D i L k l L n
P D i L n i n
= = = − =
= = = =  (7) 
pD(n, i) is called the leaving function of queuing system. For 
systems that arrive in Bernoulli way and their leaving 
functions follow formula (7), the lengths of {Ll ≥ 0} and 
{ 0}lL+ ≥  are both Markov chains. At the same time, if the 
system reaches to a balance and L and L+ represent the 
stationary length of queue at the bound of time slot and 
inner time slot, the distribution is noted as: 
{ }{ }, , 0, 1, ...i iπ P L i π P L i i+ += = = = =  (8) 
Definition 3: A discrete time queuing system which arrives 
in Bernoulli way is reversible, if and only if there is a 
distribution of probability {bi, i ≥= 0}, make: 
( , ) , , 0Dn i i nπ p n i i b π n i++ + = ≥=  (9) 
Proof: Formula (9) comes into existence when and only 
when ai = bi, since: 
{ } { }
{ }
{ }
{ }
( , ) |
,
,
|
D
n i l l l
l l
l l
l nl
π p n i i P L n i P D i L n i
P D i L n i
P D i L n i
P D i L n π
+
+ +
+ = = + = = +
= = = +
= = = +
= = =
 
Comparing this equation to formula (9), the result is: 
{ }| , 0, 1, ...l ilP D i L n b i+= = = =  (10) 
shows that, although Dl relies on Ll, it has no relation with 
Ll. Also, we represent {bi, i ≥ 0} as the distribution of a 
leaving data packet of time slot in a stable situation. 
Therefore, comparing to formula (9), the latter comes into 
existence only when ai = bi. Thus, for quasi reversible 
discrete time queuing system, leaving and arrival of data 
packet will experience the same process in batches at 
Bernoulli way. 
2.2 Important theorem 
Next, we present a theorem (Tian et al., 2008) that helps to 
understand why the proposed algorithm is important. 
Theorem 1: Data packets arrive in batches at Bernoulli way 
and distributed in batches as ai, i = 0, 1, …, the discrete time 
queuing system is quasi reversible, when and only when  
ai = bi, i = 0, 1, …, the leaving function is: 
( )
( , )
( )
D
i
ε n ip n i a
θ n
−=  (11) 
Here, ε(n) is a non-negative function and it meets the 
condition that: 
0
( )
n
ε n
∞
=
< ∞∑  
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θ(n) is a positive function and its definition is as follows: 
0
( ) ( ) , 0
n
ii
θ n ε n i a n== − ≥∑  (12) 
Under above situations, the distribution of the stationary 
length of the queue can be expressed as: 
( ), ( ), 0n nπ cθ n π cε n n+= = ≥  (13) 
c as the common normalisation factor. 
Proof: 
Assuming that the steady-state distribution of the length 
of packets queue exists on the time slot boundary, so the 
length in the time slot is { , 0, 1, },iπ i+ = L  marked as: 
( ), ( ), 0, 1, .i iπ i π i i+= = Ψ = Lϖ  
The formula (9) can be rewritten as: 
( )
( , ) , 0, 1,
( )
D
i
n ip n i b i
n
Ψ −= = Lϖ  (14) 
Because of 
0
( , ) 1,
n
D
i
p n i
=
=∑  we can get the formula: 
0
( ) ( ) , 0.
n
i
i
n n i b n
=
Ψ − ≥∑ϖ  (15) 
Assuming the formula (11) fits for {ai, i = 0, 1 ∙∙∙} and 
formula (11) fits for {Ψ(n), n = 0, 1, ∙∙∙}, The formula (11) 
can be rewritten as: 
0 0
0 0
0
( ) ( , ) ( )
( ) ( , )
( )
( ) ( ), 0, 1, .
D
i j i
n
D
i
j i
n
j i
j i
j
j
n j i p n j i j a n i a a
n j i p n j i j a
n i a a
n a n n
∞
= =
∞
= =
∞
=
+ − + − = Ψ −
+ − + −
= Ψ −
= = =
∑∑
∑∑
∑ L
ϖ
ϖ
ϖ ϖ
 (16) 
From the formula (17) and 
0
( , ), 0, 1, ,Dn n i
i
π π p n i i n
∞
+ +
=
= + =∑ L  
we can obtain: 
( ), 0, 1, .nπ c n n+ = Ψ = L  (17) 
Therefore, the necessity and the sufficiency are proved. 
2.3 Average queue length of data packets 
To determine the average queue length of data packets, we 
assume that packets of nodes in the network have the first 
come first served (FIFO) strategy. 
To start, we begin with modelling of the nodes, where 
the discrete time is based on the Geom/Geom/C queuing 
theory, following. 
A data packet reaches one node with probability p  
(0 < p < 1) at head of each time slot (n, n+). At the same 
time, no data packet reaches with probability 1 .p p= −  All 
the packets’ arrival constitutes a Bernoulli process with 
parameters p. 
The beginning and ending of all packets’ service occurs 
at the end of time slot (n–, n), n = 1, 2, …. The service time 
of packets are subject to be identically distributed, as: 
1{ } , 1, 2, ...kP S k u u k−= = =  (18) 
There are parallel service nodes and queue with FIFO rules 
in the network. Arrival interval and service time are 
independent to each other. 
According to the queuing theory, using nL+  to indicate 
the number of data packets when t = n+ in instantaneous 
systems. Because the { , 0}nL n+ ≥  is a neat – define MC 
before the term MC is showed (MC), there are countable 
state spaces Ω = {0, 1, …}, and the transition probability is: 
{ }1| , 1, ,ij n np P L j L i n i j+ +−= = = ≥ ∈Ω  (19) 
When the number of customers in the system meets i ≤ c – 
1, the state transition i → j(1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ c – 1) behaves 
accordingly to two types of incompatible ways: 
1 1,
1
1 1
i j j i j j
ij
i i
p p u u p u u
j j
j i c
− − + −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
≤ ≤ ≤ −
 (20) 
The similar analysis is given: 
0 , 0 1,iip pu i c= ≤ ≤ −  (21) 
When i ≥ c, 1nL i+− =  contains on all nodes in the time slot 
(n–, n) all busy, the transition probability does not depend 
on i at this time: 
, , ,ci i cp pu i c− = ≥=  (22) 
1 1
, ,
1
, ,
c j j c j j
i j
c c
p p u u p u u
j j
i c i c j i
− − + −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
≥ − ≤ ≤
 (23) 
, 1 ,ci ip pu i c+ = ≥=  (24) 
Assuming that 
0
1 1
c c
c
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟− +⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (25) 
The transition probability in formula (23) can be unified 
represented as: 
1 1
, ,
1
, 1
c j j c j j
i j
c c
p p u u p u u
j j
i c i c j i
− − + −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
≥ − ≤ ≤ +
 (26) 
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In short: 
1 1 ,
1
0, 1, ..., 1
k c k k c k
k
c c
a p u u p u u
k k
k c
− − + −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
= +
 (27) 
Obviously, when c services nodes are all busy, ak is the 
probability when 1 1nnL L k+ +− − = −  in a time slot ( nL+  has 
more one packet than 1nL+−  when k = 0, 1 1).nnL L+ +− − =  
Using L+ to indicate the stability limit of ,nL+  the 
distribution can be represented as: 
{ } { }lim , 0k k n k
n
P L a P L a k+ +→∞= = = = ≥D  (28) 
According to formula (27), 
( )( )1
0
( )
c
ck
k
k
a z a z zp p uz u
+
=
= = + +∑  (29) 
Synthetically formula (28), (29) the system average queue 
length is: 
( )2
( )
1 ( )
k
Ka z
a z
= −D  (30) 
where K is pending constant factor, and its magnitude is set 
based on network packet format. 
3 Related work 
Compared to Zhang et al.’s (2015) report, which uses 
discrete queue to realise traffic prediction and is only 
suitable for small network data traffic, PFRF algorithm is 
suitable for all kinds of data traffic and not only small 
networks but medium to wide area ones as well. 
Wei et al.’s (2013) investigation uses discrete time 
theory to get the network traffic prediction, which is only 
suitable for ad hoc network with slow-speed nodes, whilst 
PFRF algorithm works not only for these types of network 
nodes but also for high-speed nodes in ad hoc networks. 
4 PFRF algorithm 
In this work, the network traffic prediction algorithm based 
on the discrete time queuing theory fully considers factors 
such as node’s MAC layer queue queuing and the arrival 
time of packets, providing reliable prediction about the 
network of the upcoming traffic. Therefore, this algorithm 
initialises the network yet to establish the balance 
relationship under stable state of the system, as well to 
calculate the average queue length of node i in the steady 
state through probability of the arrival business flow and 
corresponding generating formula (Chung et al., 2014). 
Finally, to select appropriate parameters to predict the 
network traffic, the algorithm proposed follows: 
Step 1 The state parameter of node i and relevant links in 
Initialisation network at some time slot t. 
Step 2 Circulate the first step. Establish the balance 
relations according to references (21) and formula 
(4) to (7): 
1,1 1,2 2,1( )λ μ w p μp θp+ + = +  (31) 
1, 1, 1 1, 1 2,( ) , 2k k k kλ μ w p λp μp θp k− ++ + = + + ≥  (32) 
2,1 1,1( )η θ p wp+ =  (33) 
2, 1, 2, 1( ) , 1k k kη θ p wp ηp k−+ = + ≥  (34) 
Step 3 Since data packets of node arrive in Bernoulli way, 
one node’s data packet arrival probability at some 
time slot can be calculated as: 
{ } (1 ) kP P X k p p= = = −  (35) 
Step 4 According to references (20), calculate the node’s 
denial of service. Thus, the probability of data 
packets getting into congested queue is: 
( ) 11 kδ u P P −= −  (36) 
Step 5 Calculate the transition probability of node i in 
bound of time slot s according to formula (7). It is: 
( ) { }1, | , ,s sp n n P L n L n n n+′ ′ ′= = = ∈Ω  (37) 
Step 6 Calculate the best product result of node i 
according to formula (4), 
( )
{ }
1
1
( ) ,
( )
N
j j
j
N
jjj
π n π n
π n P L n
=
+ +
=
=
= =
∏
∏
 (38) 
Step 7 Calculate the distribution on the steady length of 
queue of node i according to formulas (13) and 
(37). 
1 , 0;
1
1 , 0
1
(1 ) 1 1;
n
n
n n
p p
π n
q q
p n
p q
π
p pq n
p q q
+
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= − ≥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
⎧ ⎛ ⎞− =⎪ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎪= ⎨ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎪ − − ≥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎩
 (39) 
Step 8 Utilising formula (40) to choose truncation 
parameter M and Sample parameter N: 
1
0
1
0
( ) ( ) ( )
0, 1, ..., 1
M
m
M
n nm
X n c m Z n m
X π
n N
−
−
=
=
= −
=
= −
∑
∑
α
 (40) 
Step 9 Utilising formula (9) to calculate coefficient a(k),  
k = 0, 1, …, M + N – 1 and utilise B is FFT 
algorithm to calculate the discrete Fourier 
transform (m) = DM + N(c(m)), 
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(0) 1
( )
( )
( ) ( 1)
c
m d
c m
d m
=
Γ += Γ Γ +
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
 (41) 
Γ in it is gamma function. 
Step 10 Generate M + N numbers of steady distribution 
variable Z(m) with standard symmetry α, and 
utilise B in FARIMA algorithm to calculate the 
discrete Fourier transform ˆ( )Z m  = DM + N(Z(m)) 
of cycle development Z(m). 
Step 11 Utilise B in FARIMA algorithm to calculate the 
inverse Fourier transform of product ˆˆ( , ),c Z  and 
( )1 ˆˆ( ) ( )M N ZY t D c m− +=  (42) 
In this formula, ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ),Z Zc m c m m=  Y(t) is the 
predicted flow; 
Step 12 Make 1,t t= +  and skip to Step 1 until network 
gets into another condition; 
Step 13 End. 
The overall algorithm steps are shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 Traffic prediction model algorithm 
Choose parameter M, N and calculate the 
discrete Fourier transform 
Start 
Initialise the network 
Establish the balance  
Calculate the arrival probability and 
congested probability  
 Calculate the transition probability and 
the best product result  
Calculate the distribution on the steady 
length of queue 
 Predict traffic in time interval  
End 
Time over 
Yes 
No 
 
5 Experiments 
In this section, the algorithm proposed and experiments to 
demonstrate it are discussed. 
5.1 Environment and methodology 
Simulation experiments were conducted in a personal 
computer with one 64-bit 2-core 3.2 GHz Intel processor,  
8 GB memory, and Microsoft Windows 10 operating 
system. The software installed for analysis of this proposed 
algorithm is network simulator (NS) version 2.27 with  
28 simulated nodes and mathematical analysis is MATLAB 
version 8.0. 
In order to prove the rationality and accuracy of the 
research proposed in this paper, it is needed to establish 
FARIMA model of nodes in NS2, and based on fractional 
Brownian motion to generate network flow in point-to-point 
manner with cross shape. 
The occurrence rate of average data packet on nodes 
should be 1,800 Kb/s, which is the mainstream speed in 
FARIMA model. To execute simulation for the first time, 
the proposed algorithm PFRF is used to simulate and predict 
network flow. For future steps, FBM algorithm is applied to 
monitor the network flow. 
In this research, crossing data transmission is used as a 
method for data transmission. In experiments performed, the 
network data packet is abstracted into a node, from which 
the actual flow of network data can be simulated. To verify 
the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed, experiments 
above presented are carried out from the overall network 
traffic simulation. 
Concurrently, result analysis of simulation in MATLAB 
which is the main mathematical analysis tool software and 
effectiveness evaluation of node in network are performed. 
5.2 Results 
Effective evaluations of network nodes are shown on  
Figure 2. In this same figure, the flow predicted by PFRF 
algorithm is close to the original flow. From formula (43), it 
is obtained as result the standard deviation 9.87 compared to 
the maximum throughput 4*104 Kb, what shows the 
accuracy this proposed algorithm may achieve is favourable 
and promising. 
( )2
1
1 N
ii
x u
N =
Δ = −∑  (43) 
Analyses of main factors that may affect the flow 
performance are presented next. Assuming that ω = 0.3,  
θ = 0.7 and η = 0.6 which is mainstream parameter in 
FARIMA model. Figure 3 shows the relationships with the 
different flow arrival rate λ between average queue length 
D  and service rate µ. At the same time, it is possible to note 
a negative correlation between the average length of queue 
and the service rate. At small service rates, as larger λ, the 
smaller the average queue length and better the performance 
is. Nevertheless, at higher service rate, the curve is mutated. 
Comment [T7]: Author: Please confirm if the 
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With the smaller λ, the smaller the average length of queue 
and better the performance is. 
Figure 2 Comparison of PFRF prediction algorithm and actual 
flow (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 3 Comparison between average queue length and service 
rate with different traffic arrival rate λ (see online 
version for colours) 
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It can be seen from the experiments that the PFRF algorithm 
based on the PRF can effectively restrain the average queue 
length and improve the robustness of the network. 
Especially in ad hoc network, the improvements have a 
great help to improve the usability of the node. 
Concurrently, assuming that ω = 0.3, θ = 0.7 and  
η = 0.6, it is shown in Figure 4 the relationships with 
different flows’ arrival rate η between the average length of 
queue D  and service rate µ. It is possible to note that the 
average length of queue is increasing with the service rate 
increases to a maximum value, and decreases to a stabilised 
state at end. It shows that, if one node A is failed, the more 
flow reaches A, the greater impact to the system is. 
Figure 4 Comparison between average queue length and service 
rate with different traffic arrival rate η (see online 
version for colours) 
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Figure 5 Comparison of actual network traffic and predicted by 
proposed algorithm (see online version for colours) 
 
Simulation of network data packet abstracted as nodes as 
presented in Figure 5. The network for different times of the 
actual data flow is shown in upper half part of Figure 5, 
whereas the PFRF algorithm for the prediction of traffic is 
shown in the lower half. It can be observed that the 
predicted and the actual flow are found in corresponding 
moments. 
Meanwhile, in order to investigate the key factors 
affecting PFRF methods, this work follow the experiment of 
generating traffic streams under different fractal H 
parameter values, studying the performance changes at 
nodes S as well. The variation relationship between average 
queue length and the buffer of the parameter values under 
different H are shown in Figure 6. In this figure, the buffer 
is increased with the increase of the average queue length. 
As the buffer is small and larger value of H, this 
corresponds that the curve of the average queue length is 
smaller. Next, as buffer turns to be large, the transition 
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happens, the smaller the value of parameter H, the smaller 
the curve corresponding to average queue length. 
However, traditional studies do not fully take into 
account the impact of network factors, emphasised on the 
impact of traffic-related properties, one-sided to receive the 
greater the worse performance conclusions. As shown in 
Figure 6, this phenomenon to reset the effect of finite buffer 
and truncation effect are explained. As the buffer is empty, 
the reset effect weaken the traffic flow is associated with the 
long front of the traffic flow. On the other hand, as the 
buffer is full and the subsequent arrival traffic is dropped, 
the truncation effect will weaken the long-related effects. 
Through these experiments, we can see that the PFRF 
algorithm adjust the product solution application parameters 
in the different traffic flow data to suppress the length of 
queue and enhance the robustness of networks. So the PFRF 
algorithm has a very effective application in traffic 
prediction. 
Figure 6 Relationship between average queue length and buffer 
size 
 
5.3 Validation 
The experiment results show that PFRF algorithm is 
efficient: the PFRF model based on fractal Brown motion 
FBM and ARMR process also have the ability to describe 
the long related and the underlying buffer queue, so it can 
be used in modelling and analysis the self-adaptive network 
traffic. The traffic prediction method based on PRF in this 
paper shown the discrete time node of the packet queuing 
system, used the length of queue at steady-state and  
pulled-into discrete time quasi reversible queuing theory, 
got the optimal conditions of PRF in the discrete time queue 
network. The experiments show that the PFRF model has an 
accurate flow prediction mechanism, which is suitable for 
network traffic modelling. 
6 Conclusions and future work 
It is presented in this paper relevant and constructive 
discussion based on discrete time, raising a new alternative 
to predict actual network flow PFRF when nodes in network 
lose effectiveness. This algorithm makes use of queuing 
theory and FARIMA model to investigate the conditions 
where queue of node data packet and average length of 
queue strike, and further analyse the main factors that 
influence function of flow through simulation. Results 
obtained could verify the effectiveness of PFRF algorithm. 
As future research work, topics that include the 
combination of queuing system with start time and queuing 
system arriving in batches will be analytically studied, as 
well to establish a complete set of network function 
evaluation system. The prediction model proposed will also 
be considered to be coupled to studies on resource  
index and discovery system in distributed computing 
environments (Chung et al., 2012, 2013, 2014), where the 
predictions on the dynamic traffic are of fundamental 
importance to higher quality of service of distributed 
systems. As known, the network delay on network 
performance is of great importance, identifying main factors 
through the existing methods based on the traffic prediction 
to improve the performance of network is kept as aim of this 
research work. Another topic aimed is energy consumption 
and efficiency, which is fundamental and relevant in 
modern infrastructures. An investigation of the proposed 
algorithm on trade-offs in terms of network bandwidth and 
energy is also considered. 
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